A proper treatment of syntax and semantics in machine translation is introduced and discussed from the empirical viewpoint. For English-
Japanese machine translation, the syntax directed approach is effective where the Heuristic Parsing Model (HPM) and the Syntactic Role System play important roles. For Japanese-English translation, the semantics directed approach is powerful where the Conceptual Dependency Diagram (CDD) and the Augmented Case Marker System (which is a kind of Semantic Role System) play essential roles.
Some examples of the difference between Japanese sentence structure and English sentence structure, which is vital to machine translation~ are also discussed together with various interesting ambiguities.
I INTRODUCTION
We have been studying machine translation between Japanese and English for several years. Experiences gained in systems development and in linguistic data investigation suggest that the essential point in constructing a practical machine translation system is in the appropriate blending of syntax directed processing and the semantics directed processing.
In order to clarify the above-mentioned suggestion, let us compare the characteristics of the syntax directed approach with those of the semantics directed approach.
The advantages of the syntax directed approach are as follows: (i) It is not so difficult to construct the necessary linguistic data for syntax directed processors because the majority of these data can be reconstructed from already established and well-structured lexical items such as verb pattern codes and parts of speech codes, which are overflowingly abundant in popular lexicons.
(2) The total number of grammatical rules necessary for syntactic processing usually stays within a controllable range.
(3) The essential aspects of syntactic processing are already well-known, apart from efficiency problems.
The disadvantage of the syntax directed approach is its insufficient ability to resolve various ambiguities inherent in natural languages.
On the other hand, the advantages of the semantics directed approach are as follows:
(i) The meaning of sentences or texts can be grasped in a unified form without being affected by the syntactic variety.
(2) Semantic representation can play a pivotal role for language transformation and can provide a basis for constructing a transparent machine translation system, because semantic representation is fairly independent of the differences in language classes. [16] points out, it is plausible but a great mistake to identify syntactic processing with superficial processing, or to identify semantic processing with deep processing.
The term "superficial" or "deep" only reflects the intuitive distance from the language representation in (superficial) character strings or from the language representation in our (deep) minds. Needless to say, machine translation inevitably has something to do with superficial processing• In various aspects of natural language processing, it is quite common to segment a superficial sentence into a collection of phrases• A phrase itself is a collection of words• In order to restructure the collection of phrases, the processor must first of all attach some sorts of labels to the phrases• If these labels are something like subject, object, complement, etc., then we will call this processor a syntax directed processor, and if these labels are something like agent, object, instrument, etc., or animate, inanimate, concrete, abstract, human, etc., then we will call this processor a semantics directed processor• The above definition is oversimplified and of course incomplete, but it is still enough for the arguments in this paper• III SYNTAX DIRECTED APPROACH:
A PROTOTYPE ENGLISH-JAPANESE MACHINE TRANSLATION SYSTEM So far we have developed two prototype machine translation systems; one is for English-Japanese translation [6] and the other is for JapaneseEnglish translation• representations.
An example of phrase strucure type representation, which we call HPM (Heuristic Parsing Model), is illustrated in Figure 2 .
In Figure 2 , a parsed tree is composed of two substructures.
One is "tree ( ~/ )," representing a compulsory dependency relation, and the other is "link (k~),"
representing an optional dependency relation. Each node corresponds to a certain constituent of the sentence.
The most important constituent is a "phrasal element (PE)" which is composed of one or more word element(s) and carries a part of the sentential meaning in the smallest possible form. PE's are mutually exclusive.
In Figure 2 , PE's are shown by using the "segmenting marker 
T,(co~)T, Tthe Japanese (SUBJ)T and
Tare beginning (GOV)T, where the terminologies in parentheses are the syntactic roles which will be discussed later.
A "clausal element (CE)" is composed of one or more PE('s) which carries a part of sentential meaning in a nexus-like form.
A CE roughly corresponds to a Japanese simple sentence such as:
"%{wa/ga/wo/no/ni} ~ {suru/dearu} [koto] ." CE's allow mutual intersection.
Typical examples are the underlined parts in the following: "It is important for you to do so." This is the typical result of a syntax directed parser.
In the case of a semantics directed parser, the above-mentioned part will be treated as a clausal element. This is because the meaning of this part is "(by) getting some help from overseas" or the like, which is rather clausal than phrasal.
(2) Syntax directed processors are effective and powerful to get phrase structure type parsed trees.
Our HPM parser operates both in a top-down way globally and in a bottom-up way locally. [5] ), syntactic role codes (Table 2 ) and some production rule type grammars (Table 3 & Table  4 ).
It may be permissible to say that all these syntactic data are fairly compact and the kernel parts are already well-elaborated (cf. [i] , [8] , [ii] , [12] A typical example of the semantic filter is illustrated in Figure 3 . The semantic filter may operate along with selective restriction rules such as:
• N22 (Animal) + with + N753 (Accessory) Plausible [': N22 is equipped with N753]
• V21 (Watching-Action) + with + N541 (Watching Instrument
A bird could also use binoculars. 
One noteworthy point is that the thesaurus for controlling the semantic fields or semantic features of words should be constructed in an appropriate form (such as word hierarchy) so as to avoid the so-called combinatorial explosion of the number of selective restriction rules.
(6) For the Japaneses sentence generating process, it may be necessary to devise a very complicated semantic processor if a system to produce natural idiomatic Japanese sentences is desired.
But the majority of Japanese users may tolerate awkward word-by-word translation and understand its meaning.
Thus we have concluded that our research efforts should give priority to the syntax directed analysis of English sentences.
The semantics directed generation of Japanese sentences might not be an urgent issue; rather it should be treated as a kind of profound basic science to be studied without haste. For example, in Figure 2 , the verb "yield" has at least two different meanings (and consequently has at least two different Japanese equivalents):
"yield"-->I"produce" (ffi Umidasu)
["concede" (ffi Yuzuru).
But it is neither easy nor certain how to devise a filter to distinguish the above two meanings mechanically.
Thus we need some human aids such as post-editing and inter-editing.
(9) As for the pertinent selection of function words such as postpositions, there are no formal computational rules to perform it.
So we must find and store heuristic rules empirically and then make proper use of them.
Some heruistic rules to select appropriate Japanese postpositions are shown in Table 5 . (i0) To get back to the previous findings (I) and (2), the heuristic approach was also found to be effective in segmenting the input English sentence into a sequence of phrasal elements, and in structuring them into a tree-llke dependency diagram (cf. Figure 2 [4] and Robinson [9] [i0], except for the augmented case markers which play essentially semantic roles. is identical to the above first formula. This convention may be different from the one defined by Hays [4] . Our convention was introduced to cope with the above-mentioned flexible word ordering in Japanese sentences.
(4) The aforementioned dependency relationships can be represented as a linking topology, where each link has one governor node and one dependant node as its top and bottom terminal point ( Figure  4) . (5) The links are labeled with case markers. Our case marker system is obtained by augmenting the traditional case markers such as Fillmore's [3] from the standpoint of machine translation. For the PPN-NPN link, its label usually represents agent, object, goal, location, topic, etc.
For the PPN-PPN link, its label is usually represent causality, temporality, restrictiveness, etc. (cf. Figure 4) . 
As for the total number of case markers, our current conclusion is that the number of compulsory case markers to represent predicative dominance should be small, say around 20; and that the number of optional case markers to represent adjective or adverbial modification should be large, say from 50 to 70 (Table 6 ). (7) The reason for the large number of optional case markers is that the detailed classification of optional cases is very useful for making an appropriate selection of prepositions and participles (Table 7) . Once the English oriented conceptual dependency diagram is obtained, the rest of the translation process is rather syntactic. That is, the phrase structure generation can easily be handled with somewhat traditional syntax directed processors.
(12) As is well known, the Japanese language has a very high degree of complexity and ambiguity mainly caused by frequent ellipsis and functional multiplicity, which creates serious obstacles for the achievement of a totally automatic treatment of "raw" Japanese sentences.
(ex i) "Sakana wa Taberu."
(fish) (eat) has at least two different interpretations:
• Suru (=Make)-type CDD Figure 5 Difference between Japanese and English Grasped Through CDD (IA) A sub-language approach will not fetter the users, if a Japanese-Engllsh translation system is used as an English sentence composing aid for Japanese people.
V CONCLUSION
We have found that there are some proper approaches to the treatment of syntax and semantics from the viewpoint of machine translation. Our conclusions are as follows: (i) In order to construct a practical English-Japanese machine translation system, it is advantageous to take the syntax directed approach, in which a syntactic role system plays a central role, together with phrase structure type internal representation (which we call HPM).
(2) In English-Japanese machine translation, syntax should be treated in a heuristic manner based on actual human translation methods. Semantics plays an assistant role in disambiguating the dependency among phrases.
(3) In English-Japanese machine translation, an output Japanese sentence can be obtained directly from the internal phrase structure representation (HPM) which is essentially a structured set of syntactic roles. Output sentences from the above are, of course, a kind of literal translation of stilted style, but no doubt they are understandable enough for practical use.
(4) In order to construct a practical Japanese-English machine translation system, it is advantageous to take the approach in which semantics plays a central role together with conceptual dependency type internal representation (which we call CDD).
(5) In
Japanese-English machine translation, augmented case markers play a powerful semantic ro le.
(6) In Japanese-English machine translation, the essential part of language transformation between Japanese and English can be performed in terms of changing dependency diagrams (CDD) which involves predicate replacements.
One further problem concerns establishing a practical method of compensating a machine translation system for its mistakes or limitations caused by the intractable complexities inherent to natural languages. This problem may be solved through the concept of sublanguage, pre-editing and post-editing to modify source/target languages.
The sub-Japanese language approach in particular seems to be effective for Japanese-English machine translaton. One of our current interests is in a proper treatment of syntax and semantics in the sublanguage approach.
